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BLOCK 1 : APPLICATION
USAGE IN THE
RESTAURANT PREMISES
The Restorolla application helps making orders inside the
restaurant, reducing interactions with waiters and also helps
boosting waiter’s work with newly received orders, thereby
increasing revenue up to 30%. Below we shall look at the main
application features that are more than enough to serve your
business needs.

How is the establishment
displayed in the Restorolla app?

Watch the video
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These features help
saving time of a:

Client


With time saved clients can place orders quicker thus
average check shall grow as work practice of the Cyprus
and Ukraine business shows.

Waiter


Lowers load off waiters during peak hours meaning less staff is
needed (or required) to cope with the orders (meaning savings
for the restaurant). The risk of making a mistake is also
significantly reduced.

With help of this step-by-step guide you shall become familiar with
all the functions of our application.

You can watch the possible 

of "Order Types" in the application

Watch the video
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1
The user can open the menu of your restaurant with the
help of a QR-code we provide to the connected business
or by using the application to search or find a restaurant
on a map.
There are two ways to open the menu: in a browser, or by
using the installed application. After scanning QR-code, a
restaurant menu shall open where orders can be placed.
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There are several types of dishes that shall be differently
displayed on the menu after being digitized, such as:

Standard dish 1 pcs

Measured drinks

Weighted portions: for
example - 100 grams

Customizable dish, burger as an example.
Every single option such as sauces and
ingredients can be made chargeable or
free depending on your menu:
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2
There are several main blocks on a client
order confirmation page:

1. Block in which the whole order is displayed

2. Block in which recent orders or additions to existing orders
have been made

3. Opportunity to add a comment/note to an order

4. Opportunity to add a comment/note to a certain dish

5. “Place/send order” button

6. “Waiter requested” button
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3
Orders can be made by authorized or unauthorized clients (this may help your
business to work with client loyalty: offer discounts, check order history et cetera)

When placing orders user authorization is not needed by default, however the
possibility to enter a client's name exists (1), SMS-authorization is also available (2).

Application authorization instructional video

Watch the video
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4

When the order is sent, it is received by the
waiter interface which consists of 5 main blocks:
1. Order filters for managers —

Format of work (indoors,
takeaway, delivery et cetera)

4. Postponed orders —

Orders that can be activated later
5. Canceled and closed orders —

All the other orders.

2. Unverified orders —  

Orders that should be processed
3. Current orders —

Active orders yet unpaid by clients

Detailed review of the application
“Restorolla” administrator features

Watch the video
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5

By receiving an order you shall hear the sound signal until a waiter
or a kitchen employee reviews and confirms the order. There is an
intuitively understandable interface with all client’s information
(name, telephone number, order history, total purchases).
The following steps of an employee are the following:
Examination of an order and its positions
Confirmation of an order via pressing the check mark
(There is an opportunity to confirm all dishes by pressing
“Confirm all” button
or cancelation of a position by pressing the “x” mark
If the order includes weighted positions, kitchen staff should
state the exact weight when confirming such a position. The
exact weight of the position shall be automatically calculated
and shown on the client’s side. For example:
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Weight of the dish is unknown. For example — the waiter has to
confirm the dish weight therefore sends it to the kitchen, where
the exact weight of the dish will be confirmed. For such occasions
there is a button “Weight unknown”. When this button is pressed
the dish is confirmed on the client’s side. After preparation of the
and pressing the “Lock” button,the kitchen shall state the exact
weight of the dish and the price shall be automatically calculated.
If any dish/position during the order confirmation is unavailable,
it can be canceled by pressing the “x” mark and choosing one
of the following points:
1. Remove product from this order - Removing position
from the particular order (the customer made a choice 

by mistake)
2. Add the product to the “Stop list” - When selecting this
position, it shall disappear from the whole menu of your
restaurant for 24 hours or until the administrator removes 

it from the stop list manually
3. Add parameters to the “Stop list” - When selected the
chosen parameter disappears completely from the whole
menu of the business premises for 24 hours or until the
administrator removes it from the stop list manually.
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More detailed information about the
“STOP LIST” option is shown in our video

Watch the video

When the order comes into work, a customer receives a
corresponding notification with all the confirmed positions. If any
dishes/positions were canceled during the order confirmation then
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After the order is accepted, it shall be prepared in standard mode and shall be served 

to a client. Until the order is not closed and the button “Close order” is not pressed from
the administrator’s side, a customer can add additional dishes and notifications for such
additions shall appear in the “Unverified orders” section. A new position called 

“1 position for transfer - 500,50” shall be added to the same order awaiting confirmation
from the administrator/waiter/kitchen personnel.
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7

Clients can order any dishes until they ask for the “Bill”. To do so clients should return 

to the main menu in the application and add to their order all the positions needed.
Then clients should move to the “Shopping cart” section once again and send the 

dishes to the waiter.
After that a waiter shall receive the same order with newly added positions in the
“Unverified orders” section. He then must confirm these positions so they can be
prepared.
A Waiter can add positions to an order on client’s behalf.
To do so he must as shown
Press button 1 — “Add position”. A menu shall open and
a waiter can immediately add all the positions
additionally ordered by a client.
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All new positions additionally ordered by the waiter shall
be shown as (2). A violet-colored icon of the business
premises shall appear + the name of the waiter who
ordered additional positions
Also a waiter can make the whole order on client's behalf.
To do so he should press the “Create order” button in the
waiter’s menu and choose the table or scan the QR-code.
After the creation of the order a client will see this order
with all the chosen positions by scanning his QR-code.

How to create an order instead of a client?

Watch the video

On client's side there is an option to add a “Comment” to an order, that shall
appear on administrator’s side + as was said before there is an option to leave
comments to any particular dish.
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9

Clients can use the “Waiter requested” option from both the order page and the menu
itself. When such notification is sent, a waiter/administrator shall receive the message
that his help is needed.

Waiter/administrator interface

Client interface

When the “x” mark of the
notification is clicked, the client
shall receive the push-notification
that the waiter is coming
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10

There is a function in the administrator interface with help of which the administrator
can request from a client to make an action with the particular order, for example —
collect an order since the order was prepared and waiting. This is helpful for self-service
business premises such as cafes, food courts et cetera. To use this function the “Bell”
button should be pressed. It is located at the bottom of the page next to the “Close
order” button.

When “Close order” button is clicked a message of client notification shall appear. If confirmed
on client’s side, a message shall appear on the order page confirming readiness of an order.
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11
There is a function called "Merge order". With the help 

of which, the waiter can merge orders into one common
one, provided that the dishes have not yet been
processed (confirmed or canceled).
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There are several ways of payment
on client’s side:

How does the "Payment methods"
functionality work?

“Cash payment”
or “Card payment” (terminal)

Watch the video
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When the client clicks the “Request bill”
button, a window with the active ways of
payment will pop up.

For the card payment method there is a
feature to ask for a tip so this amount is added
to the total sum of an order and the terminal
should be brought to the client for settlement.

After client sends the “Bill request”, the order cannot be changed
as it reaches the final (closing) stage. On the administrator’s side
following notifications will appear:
1. Which payment method is preferred by the client
2. Amount of tips the client left
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13

After an administrator/waiter prints the bill and receives
the payment, he presses “Close order” button and the
order is automatically sent to the “Closed and canceled
orders” where later history of orders may be checked.

In the meantime the client receives a notification that the
order is closed. In this notification feedback can be placed
along with the social media links where the client can leave
his feedback about your business and provided services.
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In the business premises settings there is a feature to set up discounts.
There are 2 types of discounts:
First order discount
Loyalty discount

“Loyalty discount” is a loyalty system designed for your clients. 

With it assistance you can set up all amounts and percentage 

of discounts clients shall receive while visiting your restaurant. 

This system is designed to grow your revenues while assisting 

you with business promotion and obtaining regular customers.
We recommend you to discount the first orders and make
the first discount higher.
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In addition to the "in-restaurant" feature, our application has a feature allowing customers to place
orders in your business premises with no need to visit in person.

Clients can make the following actions:
Book a table
Make a pre-order
Make a takeaway order
Make an order for home delivery

The account of each restaurant shows all above options, which the restaurant itself 

can manage in the account settings.

You can receive more detailed information about the
business premises settings by watching our video

Watch the video
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BLOCK 2 : 

“TABLE BOOKING” OPTION

Steps for table booking by a client are as follows: When a client clicks on the "Booking 

a table" button or on the icon in the menu, an authorization form appears, so the administrator
can contact the client and confirm his booking.
After client’s authorization via clicking the "Booking a table" button again, a new page shall
open, where the client can enter information regarding date and quantity of people for the
pre-booked table.

After client’s confirmation, a waiter will receive a notification of the table reservation. 

In the waiter’s application interface it will appear as a standard order including all the necessary
information regarding this booking.
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Upon client’s reservation/table booking, the order card will display all the necessary
information regarding client’s booking. A waiter can do the following with the booking
request:

Accept the booking (and "Postpone
the order" until a specified time)

"Assign a table"

“Cancel order” is done if the business premises can not comply with the order parameters.

When confirming the table booking by clicking the button “Postpone order” a window is
shown with the following features with help of which the manager can do the following:

1. Set the exact time reminder of a booking; featuring
time settings set up by the manager himself.

2. Set the reminder before order time”.
Reminder can be set:

30 minutes before

1 hour before

2 hours before
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When the “Set the reminder before order time” is used, then the order is transferred from the
“Current orders” section to the “Postponed orders” section. At the set time the order is automatically
transferred to the “Postponed orders” section as a reminder to the to process the order.

After table booking confirmation from the administrator's side, the client shall receive 

a notification to his telephone with booking confirmation and time and date of the Booking. This
information will be displayed

on the page of the business premises instead of the “Booking a table”.

By clicking the button with the date 

of the booking, the client shall be transferred to 

the booking page, where he can see which table 

was reserved by the administrator. Also buttons such
as “Cancel booking” and “Menu view” shall appear.

In case of booking cancellation, the administrator
of the premises shall receive a corresponding
notification in the “Unverified orders” section.
Pressing the button “Cancel confirmation” is all
that is needed to be done to cancel the booking.

We recommend you to watch this video and
become familiar with the “Booking a table” function

Watch the video
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BLOCK 3 : 

“DELIVERY” OPTION
For business premises that possess the delivery options, it is possible to display this
option in the premises card — both in the catalogue and directly inside the premises.
The possible delivery options are made by a client after viewing the menu, ordering
by adding positions to the cart and by clicking the "Order" button.
The client shall see a pop-up window with possible order options, including "Delivery
with set parameters", that are set individually in the settings of each business premises.
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The administrator can set all parameters in the premises settings, such as:

Delivery costs

There is a possibility to set up a
possible delivery radius of the

Minimum order value

business in the “Distance
management” tab. Deliveries can

Set up postal ZIP codes (actual for Cyprus)

be made cost-f ree or chargeable

for future deliveries.. Various delivery options

depending on the radius. Special

can be set-up, such as indexes, cost-f ree or

prices can also be set up.

chargeable deliveries. Various price options
can also be set up (this function is similar to

In the “Delivery comment” section,

“Distance management” option)

it is possible to add general or
individual information of your
establishment regarding delivery
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You can watch our video-review to see

Watch the video

how the “Delivery” function works

P.S. As “Pre-order”/ ”Takeaway” functions are very similar to the “Delivery” functions, 

we shall use the basis of above-mentioned Delivery” function to expanse how the 

“Pre-order”/ ”Takeaway” functions work

On the delivery page the client will need to fill out the following data (see pictures
below), which will be automatically transferred to the order card on the administrator's
tablet.in addition the client will need to choose immediately the preferable method 

of payment for the order:

With a card.

Cash payment.
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Once the client fills out all the delivery details and clicks the "Send Order" button, 

a notification will automatically be sent to the administrator/waiter's tablet. 

Such an order goes to the "Unverified orders" section and looks like this:

Type of order “Delivery”

Order paid with cash

Client information

Contact details

Order history

Information about the location
the delivery should be sent at
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After accepting the order, a waiter must confirm all the positions of the order. After
confirmation there are 3 ways of processing such an order:

“Postpone order”. If the delivery is scheduled for the evening or for the next day, the
order can be postponed and activated at the set time.

“Set delivery ETA”. The ability to set a clear or approximate time when the order will be
delivered to the client

“Add items” - the manager will be able to add positions on his own as agreed with the
client

“Cancel order”
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BLOCK 4 : “PRE-ORDER” /
“TAKEAWAY” FUNCTION
In the settings of the premises there is an option of enabling the “Pre-order” function.
In the list of the premises at the search page the pre-order/
takeaway icon is shown as following:
1. Pre-order
2. Takeaway
During order on the "Shopping Cart" page, when you click on the "Order" button,
you can select "Pre-order"/"Takeaway" as the order type.
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After that, the client should fill a
pop-up window with his personal
information and time the order
should be ready, method of
payment. All above information is
transmitted to the administrator/
waiter tablet.

The administrator receives a
notification that a new "Preorder"/"Takeaway" type of order
was created in the "Unverified
orders" section with the following
information: personal information
of the customer as well as details
and cost of the order.
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When the order page is viewed, the entire order card is shown with more detailed
information such as:

Number of guests

Regarding the order

Contact information of the client

Regarding individual dishes

Order history

A list of dishes that should be confirmed,

Time the order should be ready at,

If it is "Pre-order" — possibility to
appoint a table and ability to choose

Comments (if any):

Regarding the order

one f rom the dining hall scheme

The total price of the order with the
discount, if applicable

Regarding individual dishes
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If the pre-order is arranged for the next day or in several days it is better to transfer
it into the “Postponed orders” section before confirming all the dishes, so
everything can be verified and prepared for the day of the order issue.

The order shall transfer into the “Postponed orders”
section and shall remind of itself at the set day and time.
This should look like that.

Administrator receives the order and the
client receives the notification that his
order is accepted and shall be processed.
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If in the order the following message “EXTERNAL
ORDER” is shown, that means this particular order 

is not assigned to the table. That can be resolved 

by clicking this message and choosing a suitable table.
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